Abstract-Estimating 3d human pose from monocular images is a challenging problem due to the variety and complexity of human poses and the inherent ambiguity in recovering depth from the single view. Recent deep learning based methods show promising results by using supervised learning on 3d pose annotated datasets. However, the lack of large-scale 3d annotated training data captured under in-the-wild settings makes the 3d pose estimation difficult for in-the-wild poses. Few approaches have utilized training images from both 3d and 2d pose datasets in a weakly-supervised manner for learning 3d poses in unconstrained settings. In this paper, we propose a method which can effectively predict 3d human pose from 2d pose using a deep neural network trained in a weakly-supervised manner on a combination of ground-truth 3d pose and groundtruth 2d pose. Our method uses re-projection error minimization as a constraint to predict the 3d locations of body joints, and this is crucial for training on data where the 3d ground-truth is not present. Since minimizing re-projection error alone may not guarantee an accurate 3d pose, we also use additional geometric constraints on skeleton pose to regularize the pose in 3d. We demonstrate the superior generalization ability of our method by cross-dataset validation on a challenging 3d benchmark dataset MPI-INF-3DHP containing in the wild 3d poses.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Human pose estimation from images and videos is a fundamental problem in computer vision which has a variety of applications such as virtual reality, gaming, surveillance, human-computer interaction, health-care, etc. Estimating the shape of the human skeleton in 3d from a single image [1] - [7] or video [8] - [11] is a much more challenging problem than estimating the pose in 2d [12] , [13] due to the inherent ambiguity of estimating depth from a single view. Due to the availability of large scale 2d pose annotated datasets [14] , the state-of-the-art deep supervised learning-based methods for 2d pose estimation have successfully been able to generalize to new "in-the-wild" images [12] . These are the images that are not captured under any specific scene settings or pose restrictions. However, the well-known 3d pose datasets [15] , [16] contain 3d motion capture (MoCap) data recorded in controlled setup in indoor settings. Hence, 3d supervised learning methods [2] , [5] , [7] , [17] do not generalize well to datasets in the wild where 3d ground-truth is not present.
Almost all the recent methods for monocular 3d pose estimation fall under one of these three approaches -(i) Estimating 3d pose from images directly using full 3d supervision [1] , [2] , Comparison of 2d ground truth pose (red), 2d re-projection of 3d ground truth pose (blue) and 2d re-projection of predicted 3d pose (using camera parameters) from state-of-theart method (black). There is a significant error between 2d re-projection of predicted 3d pose and ground truth 2d pose which we want to minimize to improve the predicted 3d pose.
[18], (ii) Estimating 3d pose from ground-truth 2d pose using full 3d supervision [17] (iii) Estimating 3d pose directly from images using weakly-supervised learning [3] , [11] . Approach (ii) has been shown to be more effective than approach (i) since the 2d pose input makes the process of lifting 2d pose to 3d invariant to image-related factors such as illumination, background, occlusion, etc. which adversely affect the overall accuracy of 3d pose estimation. Both the approaches (i) and (ii) produce very high accuracy on the popular 3d benchmark datasets which are captured under controlled settings, but may fail to generalize well if the pose or scene is very different from 3d training examples [17] . On the other hand, weakly-supervised methods use 2d pose ground-truth from 2d pose datasets as weak labels in addition to the 3d pose ground-truth from 3d pose datasets. Since 2d datasets contain poses in the wild [14] , the generalization of these methods is higher than the fully-supervised methods following approaches in (i) and (ii). However, the current methods of weaklysupervised learning are carried out as a two-step approach by first predicting 2d pose from image and then regressing joint depth in a single end-to-end network [3] , [11] . Training a network using such an approach is crucially dependent on the accuracy of the 2d pose detector. Due to the depth regression, the accuracy of 2d pose prediction is adversely affected in an end-to-end pipeline [3] . If the 2d pose accuracy is lowered, the 3d pose accuracy also degrades. Figure 1 shows an example where a weakly supervised approach [3] , which compute 2d pose and 3d pose jointly, produces incorrect joint locations due to incorrect estimation of intermediate 2d pose during training.
In this work, we address the following problem -given ground-truth 2d poses in the wild, can 3d poses be recovered with sufficient accuracy even in the absence of 3d ground truth? To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that addresses this specific problem that combines the motivation behind both approaches of (ii) and (iii). We propose a weakly supervised approach for 3d pose estimation from given 2d pose. We use a simple deep network that consists of a 2d-to3d pose regression module and a 3d-to-2d pose re-projection module. The advantage of using our network is that it can be simultaneously trained on data from both 3d pose datasets and 2d pose datasets (without 3d pose annotations). Our 2d-to-3d pose regression module is similar to the state-of-theart network [17] with the difference that a) our learning is weakly-supervised instead of being fully supervised and b) it can be trained on any dataset containing only ground-truth 2d labels. Our 3d-to-2d pose re-projection module is designed to ensure that the predicted 3d pose re-projects correctly to input 2d pose, which is not incorporated in the existing fully supervised method of [17] , as shown in Figure 2 . In the absence of ground truth 3d pose, the predicted 3d pose is constrained in our method by minimization of re-projection error with respect to the 2d pose input. Our 3d-to-2d regression network does not require the knowledge of camera parameters and hence can be used on any arbitrary images without known camera parameters (e.g., images from MPII dataset [14] ). This simple approach of "lifting" 2d pose to 3d and subsequently re-projecting 3d to 2d enables joint training on in-the-wild 2d pose datasets that do not contain 3d pose ground-truth. Our approach differs from other weakly-supervised methods for 3d pose estimation as we do not address the problem of 2d pose estimation and focus only on the effective learning of 3d poses from ground truth 2d poses, even when datasets do not contain 3d pose labels. The main contributions of our paper are outlined below:
• We propose a network for predicting 3d human pose from 2d pose that can be trained in a weakly-supervised manner using 3d pose annotated data as well as data with only 2d pose annotations.
• In addition to the standard 2d-to-3d pose regression, we introduce a 3d-to-2d re-projection network that minimizes 3d pose re-projection error in order to predict accurate 3d pose in the absence of 3d ground-truth. This re-projection error is also used to refine predicted 3d pose while 3d ground truth is available. The 3d-to-2d projection network can be trained on data with unknown camera parameters.
• By training on a mixture of 2d and 3d pose datasets, our method outperforms state-of-the-art 3d pose estimation methods on a benchmark 3d dataset containing challenging poses in the wild.
II. RELATED WORK Monocular 3d human pose estimation: The monocular 3d human pose estimation problem is to learn the 3d structure of a human skeleton from a single image or a video, without using depth information or multiple views. It is a severely illposed problem which has been formulated in recent literature [1] - [11] , [18] as a supervised learning problem given the availability of 3d human motion capture datasets [15] , [16] . Most of these works focus on end-to-end 3d pose estimation from single images [1] , [3] - [7] , [10] , [11] , [18] , while some utilize temporal sequences for estimating 3d pose from video [8] , [9] . Our work is related to the problem of 3d pose estimation from a single image, which can be applicable for videos, but without utilizing any temporal information.
2d pose to 3d pose: Recent research works have approached the problem of estimating 3d poses from 2d poses, which are learned apriori from images [9] , [17] , [19] . These methods use 2d pose detections from state-of-the-art 2d pose detector [12] , which provides invariance to illumination changes, background clutter, clothing variation, etc. By decoupling the two stages, it is also possible to infer the accuracy of "lifting" ground truth 2d pose to 3d. The current state-ofthe-art work by Martinez et al. [17] uses a deep feedforward network that takes a 2d human pose as input and estimates 3d pose with very high accuracy using a simple network. Their results suggest the effectiveness of decoupling the 3d pose estimation problem into two separate problems -namely, 2d pose estimation from an image and 3d pose estimation from a 2d pose. Their 3d pose detector trained on ground-truth 3d poses achieved a remarkable improvement in accuracy (30 %), leading to the implication that the accuracy of 2d pose estimation remains a bottleneck in end-to-end 3d pose estimation. Inspired by their work, we address the problem of learning 3d poses from known 2d poses of high accuracy. However, the fully supervised method of Martinez et al. [17] can fail to recover 3d pose from ground truth 2d pose accurately if the 2d pose is considerably different from Human3.6m training examples or contain occluded or cropped human poses [17] . This has led us to address the problem of effectively learning 3d poses from 2d pose data with greater pose diversity along with the existing 3d pose datasets.
Weakly-supervised learning of 3d pose: In this approach, 2d pose datasets (without 3d annotations) have been used for training 3d pose estimation network for simultaneous 2d and 3d pose prediction [20] and weakly-supervised learning of 3d poses from images [3] , [11] . In the absence of 3d ground truth labels, there can be a number of 3d poses, which when projected back gives the same pose in 2d; hence the 3d poses must follow geometric validity constraints, such as bone length ratio [3] , illegal angle constraints [4] , [11] . However, current approaches for weakly-supervised learning work directly on images. Hence the accuracy of the predicted 3d pose is affected by the accuracy of the 2d pose learned in intermediate stages of the network [3] . Hence it is difficult to identify whether 3d pose failure on an arbitrary image is due to a noisy estimate of 2d pose or an inaccurate "lifting" of 2d pose to 3d. In this work we carry out the weakly-supervised learning directly on 2d poses instead of images, to investigate the accuracy of learning 3d poses from ground-truth 2d pose in the absence of ground truth 3d pose.
In-the-wild 3d pose: The widely used 3d pose benchmark datasets Human3.6m [16] and HumanEva [15] are captured using MoCap systems in controlled lab environments and do not contain sufficient pose variability and scene diversity. On the other hand, datasets such as MPII [14] contain large scale in-the-wild data with ground truth annotations for 2d pose obtained from crowdsourcing. This has led to greater generalization of 2d pose estimation methods to the in-thewild images. 3d pose estimation methods that utilize these 2d pose datasets for weak-supervision can only be assessed in a qualitative manner. Recently a more challenging 3d pose dataset MPI-INF-3DHP [21] has been introduced for more generalized 3d human pose estimation, as it contains some "in-the-wild" 3d pose training examples. Recent works have used this dataset for supervised learning and cross-dataset evaluation [1] , [3] , [4] , [6] , [11] , [18] . We use this dataset to demonstrate generalization of our method.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
Our goal is to learn the 3d human pose Y 3d ∈ R 3×J (a set of J body joint locations in 3-dimensional space), given the 2d pose Y 2d ∈ R 2×J in 2-dimensional image coordinates. The 3d pose is learnt in a weakly-supervised manner from a dataset having samples with 2d-3d ground-truth pose pairs (Y 2d , Y 3d ) as well as samples with only 2d pose labels Y 2d . For any given training sample, 3d pose predictionŶ 3d is learnt using supervised learning when ground-truth Y 3d is present and in an unsupervised manner from input Y 2d when Y 3d is not present. Y 2d is also used as labels for increasing the re-projection accuracy of predicted 3d pose, while ground-truth Y 3d is present. The proposed network architecture is illustrated in Figure 3 . The network consists of (i) 2d-to-3d pose regression module (Section III-A) for predicting 3d poseŶ 3d from given 2d pose Y 2d and (ii) 3d-to-2d re-projection module (Section III-B) for aligning the 2d re-projectionŶ reproj 2d of predicted 3d poseŶ 3d with input 2d pose Y 2d . For both the 2d-to-3d and 3d-to-2d network, we adopt similar network architecture as proposed by Martinez et al. [17] . 
A. 2d-to-3d Pose Regression
Our 2d-to-3d pose regression is carried out using the network proposed by Martinez et al. [17] . This method [17] uses a deep feedforward neural network that effectively learns to predict 3d pose from input 2d pose, using a fully supervised 3d loss, which is defined as,
Where,Ŷ 3d is the predicted 3d pose, Y 3d is ground truth 3d pose, and N is the number of training samples. When our training sample contains 3d ground-truth pose, our network minimizes 3d supervised loss defined in Equation 1.
B. 3d Pose Re-projection
The predicted 3d pose is valid if it projects back correctly to the input 2d pose. The re-projection error is minimized to constrain the predicted 3d pose. This re-projection loss (L 2d ) is defined as:
Where,Ŷ reproj 2d
is re-projection of predicted 3d poseŶ 3d and Y 2d is input 2d pose.
An infinite number of 3d poses can be re-projected to a single 2d pose, but all of them may not be a physically plausible human pose. Hence, the solution space is further restricted to ensure plausibility in predicted 3d poses by introducing structural constraints on the bone lengths.
C. Geometric Constraints on 3d Human Poses
Bone length symmetry loss: To ensure symmetry between contra-lateral segments of the human pose, bone length symmetry loss (L symm 3d
) has been applied on predicted limb lengths. Bone lengths of leg, arm, between neck to shoulder and hip to pelvis, remain same for left and right segments of the body. This constraint has been enforced on predicted 3d pose, using symmetry loss L symm 3d
, which is defined as:
Where, Rs i represents a set of skeleton segments {arm, leg, neck shoulder, hip pelvis}. B The total loss (L) minimized by our full network is defined as:
Here α, β, γ ∈ (0, 1) are scalar values denoting the weightage of each loss term in total loss. In the absence of 3d pose ground truth, α is set to 0. Figure 3 shows the overall architecture for our proposed network. Both the 2d-to-3d and 3d-to-2d network modules use the architecture similar to Martinez et al. [17] . Each module consists of two residual blocks, where each residual block contains two linear layers, with batch normalization, dropout and ReLu activation after each layer. A residual connection is added from the initial to the final layer of each block. Also, the input and output of each module are connected to two fully connected layers that map the input dimension to the dimension of intermediate layers and back to output dimension respectively.
D. Network architecture

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Dataset Description
Human3.6m [22] is the largest publicly available 3d human pose benchmark dataset, with ground truth annotations captured with four RGB cameras and motion capture (MoCap) system. The dataset consists of 3.6 million images featuring 11 professional actors (only 7 used in the experimental setup) performing 15 everyday activities such as walking, eating, sitting, discussing, taking photo, etc. This dataset has both 2d and 3d joint locations along with camera parameters and body proportions for all the actors. Each pose has annotations for 32 joints; however, only the major 17 joints are used in the experimental setup of most of the state-of-the-art methods [3] , [17] . We evaluate the performance of our proposed method using standard protocol [24] of evaluating Human3.6m, which uses actors 1, 5, 6, 7 and 8 for training and actors 9 and 11 for testing.
MPII [14] is the benchmark dataset for 2d human pose estimation. The images were collected from short YouTube videos covering daily human activities with complex poses and variant image appearances. Poses are annotated by human with sixteen 2d joints. It contains around 25k training images and 2957 validation images. Since the dataset has been collected randomly (not in controlled lab setup), it consists of a large variety of poses. Hence, 3d pose estimation methods can use this data for better generalization to in-the-wild human poses.
MPI-INF-3DHP
[1] is a newly released 3d human pose dataset of 6 subjects performing 7 actions in indoor settings (background with a green screen (GS) and no green screen(NoGS)), captured with MoCap System and 14 RGB cameras and 2 subjects performing actions in outdoor in-thewild settings. This makes it more challenging dataset than Human3.6M, which has data captured only in indoor settings. We use MPI-INF-3DHP dataset to test the generalization ability of our proposed model to in-the-wild 3d poses. The testing split consists of 2935 valid frames.
B. Data Pre-processing
While no augmentation is done for 2d poses and 3d poses of Human3.6m and MPI-INF-3DHP datasets, MPII is augmented for 35 times (rotation and scaling of 2d poses) for training, to make it compatible with the size of Human3.6m dataset. Like previous work [17] , we apply standard normalization (zero mean unit standard deviation) on 2d and 3d poses. We use root-centered 3d poses (skeleton with origin at pelvis joint) for 2d-to-3d regression like many other state-of-the-art methods.
We also use root-centering on 2d pose labels for the 3d-to-2d re-projection module.
C. Training Strategy
Our network is trained in three consecutive phases. In the first phase, only the 3d-to-2d regression module is trained with full supervision on 3d pose ground truth. In the second phase, the 2d-to-3d re-projection module is trained with the ground truth 3d pose input to predict re-projected 2d pose. In the third phase, both pre-trained 3d-to-2d and 2d-to-3d modules are fine-tuned simultaneously. During this final phase, the 2d reprojection module is fine-tuned using predicted 3d pose instead of ground truth 3d pose. To understand the generalization ability of our proposed network, three variants of models have been trained.
• Model I, Trained on Human3.6m dataset.
• Model II, Model I fine tuned on Human3.6m and MPII dataset.
• Model III, Model I fine tuned on MPI-INF-3DHP dataset. Except for Model II, all other models are trained with the 3d supervised loss, 2d re-projection loss and bone-length symmetry loss. In Model II, for MPII dataset only unsupervised losses i.e. 2d re-projection loss and bone-length symmetry loss have been used.
D. Implementation details
2d-to-3d regression and 3d-to-2d re-projection modules of Model I and III (MPI-INF-3DHP fine tuning) are individually pre-trained on ground truth pose for 50 epochs. After pretraining, these modules are trained simultaneously for another 100 epochs with predicted 3d pose as input to 3d-to-2d reprojection module. For Model II (MPII fine tuning), both modules are fine-tuned simultaneously for 200 epochs using training samples from both Human 3.6M and MPII (1:1 ratio in a batch). For training samples from MPII, the value of α is set to 0 since MPII does not contain ground-truth 3d pose for supervision. In all other cases, the value of α, β and γ are empirically set to 0.5, 0.5 and 1.0 respectively during end-toend training of full network. Learning rate is 1e-4, and batch size is 64, during the training of all models.
In the following section, we present an experimental evaluation of our proposed network on different benchmark datasets. We use Human3.6m and MPII datasets for training and show the quantitative performance of the proposed method on Human3.6m and qualitative performance on MPII to compare with state-of-the-art methods. For showing the generalization ability of our method we perform cross-dataset validation on MPI-INF-3DHP, and also present results after fine-tuning on MPI-INF-3DHP. We present a comparative analysis with different state-of-the-art methods for 3d pose estimation directly from 2d pose as well as the methods which give 3d pose prediction from images (end-to-end approaches).
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Quantitative Results
Evaluation on test datasets is done using standard 3d pose estimation metrics, MPJE (Mean Per Joint Error in mm) for Human3.6m dataset, along with PCK (Percent of Correct Keypoints) and AUC (Area Under the Curve) [3] , [4] , [11] , [18] , [21] for MPI-INF-3DHP, which are more robust and stronger metrics in identifying the incorrect joint predictions. To follow the evaluation convention in the existing works [21] , we chose a threshold of 150 mm in the calculation of PCK. (MPII) means pretrained on MPII dataset. a denotes background augmentation in training data. − means values are not given in original paper. * denotes the re-targeting of predicted 3d pose using ground truth limb length. Higher PCK, AUC and lower MPJE indicates better performance. We have achieved significantly better performance than the state-of-the-art methods on all the actions in terms of all the metrics. Table I .
For quantitative evaluation on MPI-INF-3DHP, to account for the depth scale difference between datasets Human3.6m and MPI-INF-3DHP, the predicted 3d pose is re-targeted to the ground-truth "universal" skeleton of MPI-INF-3DHP. This is done by scaling the predicted pose using ground-truth bone lengths while preserving directions of bones, following standard practices [3] , [4] , [18] . Moreover, we also account for the difference in pelvis joint definitions between Human3.6m and MPI-INF-3DHP during the evaluation of our model II on MPI-INF-3DHP. The location of the predicted pelvis and hip joints are moved towards the neck in a fixed ratio (0.2) before evaluation [3] . Human3.6m: Table I shows results on Human3.6m under defined protocol in [22] using Model I, which is trained on Human3.6m dataset under full supervision. As shown in the table, we achieve greater accuracy than the state-of-the-art methods on most of the actions including difficult actions such as Sitting, Greeting, etc in terms of MPJE (Mean Per Joint Error, mm). On average we have an overall improvement of 6% over our baseline method [17] , which is also trained on 2d pose ground-truth. This improvement in accuracy can be attributed to the 3d-to-2d re-projection loss minimization and geometric constraints. We also outperform state-of-theart method [20] which was trained on the input images from both Human3.6m and MPII, using our Model I trained on Human3.6m alone.
MPI-INF-3DHP:
For MPI-INF-3DHP dataset, quantitative evaluation has been done using standard metrics PCK, AUC and MPJE as used in state-of-the-art methods [3] , [4] , [11] , [18] , [21] .
(a) Cross Dataset Evaluation: Table II shows evaluation results on MPI-INF-3DHP with our Model I (trained on Human 3.6M) and Model II (trained on Human 3.6M + MPII) in terms of PCK and AUC for all three different settings (GS, NoGS and Outdoor) for the 2935 testing images. On an average we see an improvement of 2.3% on PCK (with a threshold of 150 mm) and 6.2% on AUC over the best performing state-of-the-art method. This establishes the improved cross-dataset generalization of our method when compared to the state-of-the-art methods.
(b) Results after Fine-tuning: We also present a performance analysis of our Model III (Model I fine-tuned on MPI-INF-3DHP dataset) in Table III . It shows a comparative analysis of the activity-wise performance of Model III with all recent state-of-the-art methods. We have achieved significant improvement over the state-of-the-art on all the actions in terms of all the metrics. On an average we exceed the best accuracy achieved by methods fully supervised on MPI-INF-3DHP by 2% on PCK, 17% on AUC and 16% on MPJE.
B. Qualitative Results
The Qualitative results on Human3.6m, MPII and MPI-INF-3DHP are shown in Figure 4 , 7 and 6 respectively. Our finetuned model on MPII dataset (Model II) shows significant improvement over the baseline model, on poses where joints are not visible. Hence, joint training of our proposed network on 2d poses with occluded joints (partly annotated 2d pose) along with 3d ground truth enhances its ability to predict occluded poses correctly.
Evaluation on our own dataset: To further evaluate the generalization capability of our proposed model we have tested the models on our own dataset. A video data has been collected using a mobile camera in our lab environment. Stacked Hourglass network [12] has been used to estimate the 2d poses, which are given as input to our Model. Figure 5 shows a sample image, corresponding predicted 3d pose from the baseline network and predicted 3d pose from our proposed model. Our model gives better prediction (in terms of pose structure, angle between joints) of 3d pose compared to the baseline network.
C. Ablation Study: Table IV and Table V shows ablative analysis of different network design parameters and losses used during training.
Method
PCK AUC 2d-to-3d (supervised loss) [17] 62.2 27.7
Ours 2d-to-3d+3d-to-2d (re-projection loss) 64.2 29.7
Ours 2d-to-3d+3d-to-2d (re-projection loss+ bone symmetry loss) 65.8 31.2 TABLE V: Ablation study on different network parameters for our (3d-to-2d re-projection module) in terms of re-projection error on Human3.6m. Δ defines re-projection error differences between current training setup (as mentioned in section IV-D) and the above setups. Table IV shows, the addition of 2d re-projection loss with the supervised 3d loss in baseline network, increases PCK by 3.2% and AUC by 7.2% on MPI-INF-3DHP dataset, during crossdataset validation. Using bone length symmetry loss with reprojection and supervised loss advances network performance further with 6% and 13% of improvement in PCK and AUC respectively for similar test-setup. For 2d-to-3d and 3d-to-2d module we have used similar architecture as the baseline network. To understand the optimality of performance of our 3d-to-2d module we have performed an ablation study on different choice of design parameters. Table V , represents error between input ground truth 2d and re-projected 2d from the 3d-to-2d module for various design choices of the network. This error is measured in terms of Euclidean distance between joints in 2d co-ordinate space. The re-projection error is quite high when the network is trained without dropout or batch normalization between intermediate layers. Hence, the 3d-to-2d module is also trained using batch normalization and dropout similar to the 2d-to-3d module. Δ defines the re-projection error differences between current training setup and different choices of training setups as mentioned in Table V . Figure ( d), hands of the lady are predicted in a more downward position than that of the ground truth 3d pose. All variations of our proposed model can recover this pose using re-projection loss along with baseline supervised loss. Quantitative results are given in Table II and Table III. VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a deep neural network for estimating 3d human pose from 2d pose that combines data from 2d pose datasets in the wild and 3d pose datasets captured in controlled environments in a weakly-supervised framework. Our 3d-to-2d re-projection network is necessary for generalization of 3d pose estimation as it learns to predict 3d poses from in-the-wild 2d pose annotations that do not contain 3d pose annotations. Our method outperforms current state-of-the-art methods on a benchmark 3d dataset Human3.6m captured in controlled environments, as well as a challenging 3d dataset MPI-INF-3DHP containing in the wild human poses. Along with benchmark datasets, we also demonstrate the generalization ability of our method on our own dataset. As a future direction, we aim to improve our method by introducing more geometric constraints based on human anatomy, to improve the accuracy of 3d pose estimation in the absence of 3d ground-truth. 
